
CHARISMATIC LEADER

IN DEFENSE 
ENFORCER

WHAT ARE 
THEY LIKE AT 
WORK?

- business owner, always center of attention, can’t sustain a 1-1 relationship 
sharing the lime light

- make others feel 
about 1 inch tall in 
three seconds 
when in conflict 
with them

- sales person, love the game and motivating others to buy

- CEOs inspire others to join them in new or risky ventures 

- Life of the party, charming and dynamic

- controlling boss, demands loyalty, turns tables to their advantage

- chronically unemployed, take no responsibility for their lives, force others 
or society to take care of them.

- Looking for the next big way to make more while working less

- Make money fast or create big change and move on

- Show how product or idea can help them make a big difference

- Passionate people, dynamic, highs and lows

- Charming, hot tempered and bull headed

- Rise to the top fast

- Aggressive style can burn bridges along the way, lose trust in others and 
become isolated

GIVE THEM 
WHAT THEY 
WANT!

Make Money fast and create BIG change

BUSINESS 
DELIVERABLE

INSPIRE THEM!

PERFECT 
CAREER OR 
BUSINESS

- naturally motivational and inspirational using deep ability to feel as a tool to 
sense the fits of others and motivate them

- areas of leadership, sales, acting, security, dynamic in whatever you do

- great athlete, actor, lawyer, law enforcement officer, solider, political, 
banker, stockbroker, business exec, consultant

- social darling and influence, charm

- powerful leader/manager, takes charge of large projects and employees

- strength behind the throne



- hero or heroine by nature. people want to follow

- firefighter, solider, champion of causes

- level of chose and conflict in life that others feel overwhelming

- thrive on negativity as a powerful motivator

- may enter a business and make it to the top faster than another

- know how to make money by offering product and services that are 
valuable and helpful- not afraid of charging top dollar because you know 
your value

Motivation Need to see that what you are offering is going to make something big 
happen in their life now.

Stay in business 2-4 yrs and move on

Feel their work is their mission

Selling and 
Position

Convince them that your product or service works for them as an 
individual

Inspire and convince them

Selling and departmental leadership roles five them freedom to lead in 
their own unique style

Position that has a fast learning curve is best for them

Make up 80% of CEO’s

Love start-up companies or existing ones

See the leader and salesperson, and acknowledge that this is a gift they 
have and you are on your way to making a sale or having a happy 
employee

Pain to 
Resolve

Combination of their urgency to make things happen, desire to not work 
for others or be told what to do, boredom with what they are doing, chaos 
in their business 

Helping them find their mission or that you are in support of their current 
mission

Words to Use With this you will make a killing

This will destroy your competition

This will give you the edge you’ve been looking for, and it’s totally 
invisible

This will make your business stand out and change everyone forever

Let them lead the conversation, discussion on them and their needs

Leaders need you to see that in them

Value their leadership style and how they inspire others
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Like to be the first, show them how it will uniquely work for them

Coaching Find a company where they can support the company’s mission. Work for 
someone where they want their job, help that person get better and then run 
another division or create a similar business.

Branding with 
Purpose

Colors: Bold and Bright. Blue and red as primary colors. Any color as long as 
dramatic. Vibrant, creating a sense of urgency and possibility. Black to grab 
attention.

Themes: Broad, power, success, passion, fame, money, empowerment, 
urgency, instant reward. Client’s pain motivates them more than pleasure, 
use negatively charged statements to trigger an emotional reaction.

Imagery: Iconic symbols to keep yourself in the minds of people in a specific 
way.

Feel: Emotional, dramatic. Feel message more than think it.

Energy:  Bigger than life, cutting edge. Multi page ads, videos, radio with 
inspiration message. Motivate people to feel their passion and take a chance 
to be successful.

Hire by Profile Sales Positions, CEOS, Founders and movers and shakers in an 
organization. 

Attract people who want to be inspired and will buy a product simply because 
the person on the stage is so motivating.

Manage, 
Motivate, 
Retain

Inspiring and Attractive. Dominating, 
manipulating, 
controlling

Remind them as leaders they must decide what they are for, not against. Can’t trust anyone, 
must keep everyone 
under control.

Encourage them to get out and talk to people about what is important to 
them.

Self-sabotage 
through aggression, 
battling for control or 
the defense of any 
profile especially the 
poor me

Remind them that they love to make changes and move on in two to four 
year cycles and it is ok to spice things up when they get bored.

Never trust out of 
fear or betrayal

Don’t come at them head-on, but rather stand or sit next to them to talk about 
an issue.

Recognize they can be very volatile in their emotions, act betrayed, and 
become very upset. Don’t be manipulated by their feelings but support them 
to do what’s best in spite of their emotions. Remind them that passion is what 
drives them.

In defense they can sabotage a team effort like no other profile. It’s important 
to be aware that when someone is clearly not able to come out of defense, it 
is time to fire them or they will undermine the entire culture.
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